
Sewing a key pocket
Instructions No. 1948
 Difficulty: Challenging
 Working time: 3 Hours

In our free guide we show you Pattern a nice and practical bag for your keys and little things that you can carry so stylishly with you. So
important utensils like the shopping chip, deposit receipt or similar fly loose in your bag and you always have everything at hand.

How to sew the practical bag:
Please cut the following once like this 

Template large: 1 x outer fabric reinforced with Vlieseline & 1 x lining 
Template small: 2 x outer fabric reinforced with Vlieseline & 2 x lining template 
Loop: 2 x leather remnants (without seam allowance) 

Thread the zipper onto the zipper and close the zipper bead with a few stitches. These can be sewn by hand or with a sewing machine. 

Place the zipper with the right side on the long edge of the narrow outer part and sew on with a straight stitch. 

Then place one of the narrow lining pieces right on left on the zipper and sew it tight by sewing on the first seam. 

Repeat this step on the other side of the zipper. Then iron all cut pieces of zipper from away and topstitch the edges next to the zipper with a straight stitch 

Now the imitation leather label can be sewn on by hand if you want it: To do this, attach a leather loop to one end of the zipper. The loop is on the outer fabric
side and points to the inside. 

Then the large cut piece of outer fabric is placed right on top of the piece with zipper. Then the lining piece is placed left on left on left, to which the second
loop piece with key ring is attached and also points inwards. 

Secure everything with clips and close all four sides. The loops are also sewn on. 

Draw a mark on all four corners or sides at a distance of 2 - 2.5 cm from the seam and draw lines from these markings that meet in the middle. These markings



are for the depth of the ground. To do this, the sides and bottom are placed on top of each other. The seams meet each other. The excess "triangles" created
next to the new seam are cut off. 

Finally, turn the case over, finished. If you wish, you can sew on a label or other decorations.

Article number Article name Qty
12291 BeaLena fabric package "Happy Stars" 1
398268-01 VBS Endless zipper set, incl. 10 zips, 5 mWhite 1
670746 VBS Key ring with snap hook 1
393584 VBS Label "Handmade", 25 pieces 1
389518 Cotton fabric "Country Cotton", nature 1
378864 Fleeceeline H250, fabrics by the meter 1
11279 Gütermann sewing thread set all-purpose sewing thread rPET basic colours, 10 x 100 m 1
630252 Leather residues, 500 g 1

Article information:

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/newsletter/
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